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I have a variety of customers, small home office 

businesses, medium sized businesses as well as 

home users. It has been a rewarding job to do and 

I get the chance to meet great people and it has 

become more than just money for me. These 

newsletters are my way of not only encouraging 

and reminding customers of what I do but also 

gives useful information to my customer base. 

The newsletters are quite long. I have been told to 

make them shorter but I have divided them up into 

sections so people can scroll to and read whatever 

is of interest to them. I go through each section and 

update the information for each edition and then 

post them on my website www.perthpc.com.au. 

I have in this introduction put in some hyperlinks 

for quick access to sections that may be of 

particular interest to you.  

NBN will be a game changer for small businesses 

who will now be able to easily use cloud storage 

such as OneDrive and SharePoint for employee 

access of common data and collaboration on 

projects. 

 Microsoft Office 365 for Business 

Home users will also benefit from NBN and I can 

tell you ADSL, which most homes and businesses 

in Perth use, is slow and unreliable. If you are 

wondering when you can get NBN check this 

http://www.nbnco.com.au 

I would remind customers that desktops, even for 

home use, are still quite a good deal in comparison 

to laptops. 

Custom Built Desktop Systems 

If you wish to see how the different computer 

options compare, then read this: 

Computer Buying Recommendations 

I also remind (scold) customers for not running 

backups regularly. It is only OK if there is nothing 

of value on your computer! 

Backups 

The good news on security is that Windows 10 is 

more secure than ever and has built-in security 

called Windows Defender.  

Viruses and Security 

Windows Servers are purely for business use for 

where you require remote access, application 

serving and strong security, in addition to file 

sharing. 

Windows Servers 

Home users however may still want to share files 

for their personal use or a home office, working 

from home. Options include standalone NAS and 

Windows PC or even online cloud options. Read 

this if you are interested. 

Private Cloud versus Public Cloud 

I have also written a new section on email as it is 

relevant to how email is changing. 

Email 

Internet Performance: Cable, ADSL and 

NBN 

It is the overall high speeds of NBN that will 

revolutionise how home and small businesses will 

use the internet. It becomes feasible to run a 

business on the Public Cloud with OneDrive and 

SharePoint (Office 365 for Business) and use 

online collaboration for multiple employees. 

Microsoft Office 365 for Business 

I would recommend running this to check your 

internet speeds. 

http://www.speedtest.net 

https://d.docs.live.net/77ea8e8916e2f330/Documents/Newsletters/www.perthpc.com.au
http://www.nbnco.com.au/
http://www.speedtest.net/


Please note that the NBN speeds quoted are on 

the low side of what you can get. They do have 100 

Mbps plans which should give an average 50 Mbps 

upload and 100 Mbps download. 

The results are in Mbps which is megabits per 

second. 

I have Telstra Cable and get: 

Download 113.21 Mbps 

Upload  2.35 Mbps 

The typical speeds for ADSL are: 

Download 6 Mbps 

Upload  0.9 Mbps 

Typical speeds for NBN are: 

Download 40 Mbps 

Upload  20 Mbps 

A download/upload of a 10 MB file would take: 

Cable Download 0.7 seconds 

Cable Upload  34 seconds 

ADSL Download 13 seconds 

ADSL Upload  88 seconds 

NBN Download 2 seconds 

NBN Upload  4 seconds 

 

These are maximum speeds so if you have 

multiple people using the internet or large files 

being transferred the times will increase. 

Service Charges and Call-Out Jobs 

It is important for call out jobs that you are 

prepared. If I am sorting an Internet issue, please 

ensure that you have your internet connection 

tested by your ISP before possibly wasting your 

money. You will also need to ensure that you know 

what your user name and password is otherwise 

you can waste quite a lot of time.  

If you, the person who has experienced and 

understands the problem, is not available, make 

sure you leave a detailed description of what the 

problem is. It helps to write down the problem or 

problems that you are experiencing and to 

prioritise the list.  

Please note too that the older and slower your 

computer is the longer the job will be, ditto internet 

connections. Slow internet connections are painful, 

both to the customer and myself, but are often just 

part and parcel of the current ADSL services here 

in Australia. If you want lightning fast internet get 

Telstra cable or get the new NBN. Use this tool to 

check availability: 

http://register.bigpond.com/check-availability.do 

This will also check for ADSL, Telstra cable and 

NBN availability in your area. 

Check the following website for information on 

NBN in your area directly from the National 

Broadband Network website. Remember each ISP 

can supply NBN when it is ready in your area. 

www.nbnco.com.au 

Servicing Required? 

A typical computer service for slow or unstable 

computers lasts 1 to 1.5 hours as a call out but 

computers can also be brought to me for servicing. 

People ask me if a regular proactive service is a 

good idea. The answer is it is a good idea if you 

can afford it but it isn’t like a car where a failure to 

service regularly can result in expensive damage. 

I do find though that especially if a computer is 

used a lot or you have older children on it then yes, 

regular servicing is a good idea.  

Potentially Unwanted Programs (PUP) can 

accumulate on your computer that can eventually 

slow it right down and should be removed. 

Many of these programs can also be downright 

malicious and these are termed Malware although 

the term also includes viruses. These programs 

may change your home page, pop up ads to annoy 

you and redirect your web searches. In some 

cases, of course, the malware can steal data or 

damage your operating system, rendering it 

inoperable. 

It is important of course to check that your security 

is up to date. Windows 10 has Windows Defender 

enabled by default and this is an overdue feature 

and very worthwhile. 

I run special cleaners and scanners to check for 

and remove these programs during servicing. 

http://register.bigpond.com/check-availability.do
http://www.nbnco.com.au/


I also check that important programs are up to 

date, that your security is up to date and working 

and that all windows updates have been done. 

I check all backups are working but honestly 75% 

or more of non-business customers do not do 

backups. It means unfortunately, in 10 years or so 

time, most people will lose files and pictures by one 

means or another, it takes just one event. Business 

customers are more careful and they need to be. 

Dust build-up can cause the CPU to overheat. The 

critical area is the heat sink, which sits on top of 

the CPU.  When dust builds up here, often the 

symptom will be the fan operating at high speed 

trying to keep the CPU cool.  If your PC fan is noisy 

then this is a very likely cause.  Occasionally the 

heat build-up will result in the system shutting itself 

down to prevent damage. Laptops also suffer from 

dust build-up but it is not practical to strip and clean 

those as one can a desktop. 

The frequency of cleaning required is variable 

though, if you have your computer in a high traffic 

and dusty environment, it can get dirty quickly. On 

the other hand, I have seen computers over five 

years old with little dust build up. 

Memory shortage in modern computers is 

becoming less common. Cheap computers will 

often have only 2G which is barely enough for 

basic usage and the memory is often not 

upgradeable. Most computers will have 4G and 

sometimes 8G of RAM which is plenty for most 

people. 16G is way more than most people need 

but there are some use cases where large 

amounts of memory are required. 

I will check all this during a service for your peace 

of mind. 

Custom Built Desktop Systems 

I supply desktop systems for private and business 

use. 

Businesses almost always go for desktop system 

but I find home users often do too.  

One of my most often asked questions is whether 

a desktop these days has been rendered 

redundant by AIO (All-in-Ones) and laptops? 

The short answer is ‘no’ and desktops have the 

following advantages: 

1. Longer system life (on average six years 

versus three for a laptop or AIO). 

2. Off the shelf parts availability for minimum 

downtime (rather than return to Sydney for 

repair). 

3. Superior performance due to more 

powerful CPU and memory.  

4. Easy to upgrade memory, drives. 

5. Harder to steal. 

6. Can put extra drives inside for backups. 

7. Can be rebuilt without replacing entire 

system. 

8. Can use any type of screen or size and 

even multiple screens with a wide range of 

connection options e.g. DisplayPort, HDMI, 

DVI and VGA. 

9. More inputs such as typically six USB 

ports, card readers (standard on my 

systems) and sound (optical). 

The standard systems I sell are perfect for most 

customers even for demanding tasks. 

The systems are built to the following priorities: 

 Quiet 

 Power Efficient 

 Reliable 

 Fast 

 Upgradeable 

I think all these things are important. 

All my Standard Systems include 2.5 hours’ 

installation time and are high quality systems. 

These systems are suitable for home or business 

use. I use the best quality components including 

80PLUS Silver or Gold rated power supplies and 

Intel CPUs (much faster and more energy efficient 

than AMD but more expensive). 

I concentrate on the basics and get them right. I 

use 8GB RAM even though it is bordering on being 

too much but I know 8GB will run almost anything. 

I have 16GB in my system but even I have never 

seen it use more than 6.5GB of memory usage. 

Graphics cards are a waste of time for most people 

unless you want to play games or do intensive 

graphics work in which case I suggest spending at 

least $500 on a good graphics card. A cheap 

graphics card is useless for gaming. The graphics 

built-in to the motherboard are plenty fast enough 

for most applications. 



I will now be using Samsung M.2 NVMe based 

SSD devices for storing data, subject to 

availability. These are mounted on the 

motherboard and are just a wafer less than one 

mm thick and half the size of a credit card. The 

reason is performance. These new M.2 SSDs will 

outperform a standard SSD substantially. Will you 

notice a difference? Probably not but you may do 

depending on what you use the computer for. The 

good news is that I will absorb the slight extra cost 

in my systems.  

Most computers have CHEAP power supplies that 

are not only likely to be less reliable, but are also 

noisier (with smaller fans running at higher RPM) 

and produce more heat (which is power wasted). I 

use high quality power supplies. These units are 

robust, have plenty of connections and are highly 

power efficient with 80PLUS Silver or Gold power 

efficiency rating 80PLUS Ratings Wiki. They have 

large diameter fans for quiet running. A system 

running at say 120W will lose about 40W in heat 

on many systems. One of these power supplies will 

lose about 10W! It is a considerable power saving 

over time and, as a bonus, your system runs much 

cooler which will increase the life of the system.  

Cases are something that people don’t think much 

about. The truth is it is mostly air inside but a 

slightly bigger case gives room for future 

expansion. You may want extra drives or a 

graphics card, for example. A standard desktop PC 

can also be repaired the same day using off the 

shelf components, an important consideration for 

many businesses and even home users. 

I am now using the Fractal Define R5 case for my 

new system builds. The case is extremely well built 

and robust and has a top reputation. The case also 

has easily removable filters for cleaning at the top 

and front. Soundproofing is also built into the unit 

with the result it is dead quiet. It only takes one 

annoying fan to be…well…annoying. As 

computers get older of course, some noise may 

creep in. I am VERY impressed with this case. The 

case dimensions are 232W x 523D x 464H. There 

is a front door, which is soundproofed but opens to 

reveal the card reader and DVD. 

 

 

 

I’m also offering the compact build option which 

uses the Cooler Master Elite 130 Case. This case 

lacks the soundproofing and filters in the bigger 

case. It also has no room for an internal card 

reader. I supply an external card reader instead for 

these systems. They use a much smaller system 

board but there are still six USB ports on the back 

and three on the front of the case. The case is 

240W x 377D x 205H so quite small. The DVD 

burner is installed in the front of the case (this is a 

system picture off a website so it isn’t shown). I find 

customers still want DVD burners even though it 

has become the fashion not to install them.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/80_Plus
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=uz92QO06iiarYM&tbnid=hA-_ToBc8BBKDM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.legitreviews.com/fractal-design-define-r4-case-review_2020&ei=SB0IU8L_E4fKkgXr9IGgCg&bvm=bv.61725948,d.dGI&psig=AFQjCNGRny5wqUvv3nCttzUMiOXjCPAVkQ&ust=1393127056363407
http://www.google.com.au/imgres?start=93&sa=X&rls=com.microsoft:en-AU&rlz=1I7GGHP_enAU442&biw=1562&bih=863&tbm=isch&tbnid=PKW6LlEk1-YBSM:&imgrefurl=http://www.mightyape.co.nz/product/Fractal-Design-Define-R4-USB30-Mid-Tower-Case-Titanium/21002268/images/14638834/&docid=Zp9kD86krBphLM&imgurl=http://media.mightyape.net.nz/images/products/21002268/Fractal-Design-Define-R4-USB3-0-Mid-Tower-Case-Titanium-14638834-5.jpeg&w=800&h=766&ei=EB4IU7z0EcWplQXFi4DADQ&zoom=1&ved=0CAwQhBwwAThk&iact=rc&dur=1947&page=4&ndsp=34
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&ved=0CAQQjRw&url=http://www.fractal-design.com/home/product/cases/define-series/define-r4-black-pearl&ei=gSEIU_4wyfKUBZaOgBA&usg=AFQjCNFibxoQ1G8DRq75q5nusTobC8vB-A&sig2=T-syYRpLzUGWSTL6p68ycw&bvm=bv.61725948,d.dGI


 

If you have a good quality case and power supply, 

it makes it an easy and sensible proposition to 

upgrade the system at some point in the future 

rather than throwing the lot out and buying a new 

one.  

I use a Samsung 250G SSD as the standard drive 

for my builds although this year increasingly I will 

use even faster Solid State storage in the form of 

the Samsung EVO 960 M2, as mentioned earlier. 

These are much faster than a mechanical HDD 

and all data is stored electronically for lightning fast 

access and boot times.  

The systems use Asus or Gigabyte motherboards, 

which are high-spec motherboards with a wealth of 

connections on them and are of high quality. I am 

a fan of Intel CPUs and I fit i5 processors to my 

systems. The i5 CPUs are very powerful with Quad 

core processors running at 3.0 or 3.4 GHz. This is 

a MUCH FASTER CPU than any laptop or AIO is 

capable of running, whether i3, i5 or i7. 

I have used Corsair Vengeance RAM, which is a 

very high quality memory and I have used it for 

several years now with a very low failure rate. 

My systems also have DVD Burners and card 

readers built in (except the compact system where 

an external card reader is supplied). 

The systems include data transfer, basic setup 

AND 2.5 hours on site at your home or business to 

set up printers, show you how to use the system 

(especially important with Windows 10) and to do 

anything else that you may require. 

The prices are $1690 for the standard system with 

the 250G SSD option. These prices include GST. 

The compact system is $1630. 

I recommend adding $110 for a 1TB backup drive, 

installed inside the case. This makes backups 

easy and stress free. If you have an external drive, 

you want to use then fine. Backups are essential to 

prevent data loss and subsequent heartache. 

The warranty is 12 months and covers hardware 

issues but not software issues. The warranty isn’t 

officially ‘on-site’ but much of the time I find myself 

coming out anyway as customers are often not 

comfortable plugging and unplugging things. 

Fortunately, the systems are reliable but like any 

system consisting of several components, failures 

occasionally occur and that is what a warranty is 

for. I will generally fix things right away if your case 

is urgent, but normally just a few days if not. I think 

it is a good service and not one you will get 

anywhere else. 

The nicest thing about a custom-built system is you 

can have anything you want and I will make sure 

that what you get will be exactly what you want and 

need. The systems will also be reliable and made 

from the best components I can find, refined over 

a period of years. 

Home Entertainment 

Many of my customers have Smart TVs and Media 

Players. I can help setup and install these devices 

or provide the advice you need to make purchase 

decisions. 

It is important to consider how to connect these 

devices to the internet too and Wi-Fi is not always 

the best method to connect. I find Powerline 

adapters and a five-port hub is a good solution for 

connection and avoids the time outs you can get 

with Wi-Fi when downloading media. 

Email 

I find many home and business users seem to want 

the emails on their computer using what they call 

POP (Post Office Protocol). It simply checks 

periodically, say every 15 minutes whether there 

are any emails. It then drops the email into a folder 

which exists on your computer then periodically 

clears the message off the server. It is very simple 

and basic. Every ISP (Internet Service Provider) 

provides this service.  

The new format of email is IMAP (Internet 

Message Access Protocol). Many ISPs do offer 

this service too but it traditionally has been 

unreliable and some customers are then forced to 



go back to POP accounts. The Telstra service is 

probably the best one offered currently and the 

iiNet service also seems to be good. 

The advantages to IMAP email accounts are 

1. No chance of accidental loss of emails due 

to a failing hard drive or theft of computer 

2. Synchronisation of emails across phones, 

tablets and computers. This means sent 

emails and it also tracks whether an email 

has been read or not. 

3. You get notified of emails as soon as they 

are received by the server (no waiting for 

pre-defined time intervals) so most emails 

will get to you within a minute of being sent. 

You may notice that younger people who are 

mobile, rarely use email provided through an ISP 

such as Telstra, Optus, iiNet etc. This is partly an 

attitudinal difference to Privacy and I think it is in 

large measure why older people want emails on 

their computer. 

If you use IMAP accounts provided FREE by 

Microsoft, Google, Yahoo and similar you get the 

additional benefits:  

1. Changing your internet service won’t affect 

emails.  

2. Much more storage online than what your 

ISP will give you, in general anyway. 

3. Easy setup. All computers, phones and 

tablets these days are designed to easily 

setup most common IMAP email systems.  

4. Microsoft accounts now use Microsoft 

Exchange which is even more advanced. 

Microsoft Exchange is a possibility for home or 

business users with their own domain name. For 

instance, my email address 

grant@perthpc.com.au. 

Microsoft Exchange does more than just email, 

you can share calendars and contacts too although 

both Google and Microsoft Offer a more basic 

version of this in their free email. Exchange, 

however, is the gold standard for email reliability 

and features. 

I can happily recommend iiNet hosted Exchange 

for $6.95 per month per user. Microsoft offer 

Exchange Mail and the attendant benefits through 

Office 365 Business subscriptions. I haven’t put 

any customers on this yet but it should be a top-

notch service. 

Windows 10 

This operating system is now well and truly 

mainstream, not only for users, but for businesses. 

If the past cycle of operating system releases was 

to be maintained, we would be coming up for 

Windows 11 but we aren’t as Microsoft is choosing 

to update the operating system incrementally. The 

last major update was July 2016 and the next will 

probably be April 2017. 

I still get some customers saying that they heard 

Windows 10 either didn’t work or that it was hard 

to use. 

I think some people will always find any changes 

difficult to deal with. I think though most people find 

Windows 10 works just fine and is quite easy to 

use. It isn’t like going from Windows to Apple which 

is very different. 

Windows 10 is also very stable, well designed and 

easy to repair and reinstall. 

Windows 7 is still current but is getting long in the 

tooth and is difficult to repair and reinstall relative 

to Windows 10. Microsoft also try to encourage 

people onto Windows 10 in every way they can.  

If anyone wants to upgrade to Windows 10, it costs 

$150 for the software and I can do a very basic 

install in one hour to one and a half hours but bear 

in mind that is just the operating system, not data 

transfer or setting up emails or installing Office or 

printers. 

Windows 7 is, however, still going strong 

especially in business environments where 

Windows Server is used. 

The end of support for Windows 7 is January 14, 

2020. 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-

us/help/13853/windows-lifecycle-fact-sheet 

Scams 

A lot of my customers are getting scammed. 

Please don’t accept any phone calls for anyone to 

remotely service or access your computers. I 

have had customers give bank and credit card 

details on the phone to people they think are from 

Microsoft or Telstra. If you give out details on the 

mailto:grant@perthpc.com.au
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/13853/windows-lifecycle-fact-sheet
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/13853/windows-lifecycle-fact-sheet


phone, the bank may not cover you for losses 

incurred so be very careful. 

I have had Telstra customers scammed by 

scammers who have been able to access Telstra 

customer records. They target people who have 

recently contacted Telstra and know who you 

contacted and what the problem is. The customer 

has then given them bank or credit card details and 

their accounts accessed and money taken. I took 

the trouble to report this to federal police. The 

person on the phone suggested,” lobby 

government to keep the call centres in Australia 

where they are subject to Australian law and we 

can enforce it”. Interesting but not much 

consolation. I’m sure we would all like to keep 

these jobs in Australia and can speak to people 

whose English accents we can understand. 

When on internet be careful just what you click on, 

you may be downloading software that takes over 

your computer! If in doubt, just google the name of 

the software or website to get feedback on whether 

it is safe or not. 

Please note that most antivirus software checks 

websites and places a green tick next to them if 

they are OK. This is good insurance against dodgy 

websites. 

Please never open email attachments or reply to 

them unless you are SURE. 

Scams to get you to supply login details, birthdates 

(for identity fraud) or other personal information is 

a NO GO area unless you are 100% sure of who 

you are dealing with. If in doubt get their phone 

number, check it against the organisation on the 

internet before responding. You will also find 

fraudulent emails from Telstra, Banks, FedEx, 

Australia Post and others. Some of these are 

nasty, and will destroy valuable data using crypto 

locker software then blackmailing you to get 

access again to your data. 

Remember that most of the time, if crooks get your 

credit card or bank details, it is because you gave 

it to them.  

Current security software and backups of your data 

are also recommended to protect your files and 

photos from scammers. 

 Spam 

Spam is a fact of life and can’t be prevented 

entirely. 

I would use ‘unsubscribe’ only for companies you 

recognise. 

Marking spam as junk and blocking the sender is 

another thing you can do. This won’t stop it coming 

in but will redirect it to junk where you can then 

periodically get rid of it. If you have most of your 

spam going into the junk folder, even if you can’t 

stop it coming in will help keep your mail folder 

much smaller.  

Remember to empty your junk and deleted items 

folder regularly. I sometimes see customers who 

have stored thousands of emails in the deleted 

items folder. 

Microsoft Outlook has different settings for spam 

filtering so make use of this filter to reduce clutter 

in your Inbox. 

Remember any filter requires that you check your 

junk folder for any legitimate emails that have got 

through. 

Setting up New Computers or Devices 

A significant part of my business is setting up new 

computers; transferring data, installing printers, 

wireless, and setting up accounts, antivirus and 

other programs.  

In my opinion, people undervalue getting a new 

computer set up properly in the first place. It can 

save you a lot of trouble and I make sure that all 

questions are answered, and it is set up just the 

way you want it. 

I suggest that if you want a new system setup by 

me… 

1. Write down all user names and passwords 

that I may need. 

2. Locate critical software such as Microsoft 

Office and Security Software (may be just 

a user name and password for an online 

account). 

3. Make sure you know what email addresses 

you are using and are 100% sure which 

email program you are using. 

4. Any critical business software such as 

MYOB or Quicken make sure you have all 

licensing information to hand and have 



checked compatibility with the new 

operating system. 

5. Prioritise what you want done. 

Please note that Windows Live Mail, the free 

Microsoft email program is not supported any 

longer and so I may not be able to provide this to 

customers. 

Backups 

Backups are essential to not only protect your 

data, but also to help prevent downtime and cost 

as your software is reinstalled.  

Look at it this way, if you lose everything on your 

system would you be upset? If the answer is ‘yes’, 

then you should be doing backups.  

I will also say that 80% of all the documents, 

photos etc. on the planet stored in people’s 

computers whether they be a desktop or a laptop 

won’t exist in 10 years’ time. Over 20 years I would 

guess that figure will increase to over 90%. The 

reason is people just assume that their photos and 

valuable documents, videos etc. will always be 

safe but they aren’t. They can be lost through 

carelessness, theft, fire, viruses or equipment 

failure. Backups are essential if you have a 

business but still very important if you have 

documents and photos of a personal nature that 

you don’t wish to lose. 

Backups are of two types, disk/partition images 

and, files and folders backup. The image will be a 

snapshot of your entire disk including all operating 

system files and programs, as well as most likely 

your data (although this could reside on another 

drive). An image restore will have you back as your 

computer was at the time of the last backup, as 

though nothing had happened. A files and folder 

backup won’t backup operating system files or 

programs but will save your data (provided you put 

it into your user profile, that is desktop, documents, 

music, pictures etc.). 

Data loss can result from drive failure but malware, 

fire and theft are other possible causes. One 

backup therefore should be in a data safe or 

another physical location. The more valuable the 

data is; the more steps should be taken to protect 

it. 

A backup can be a simple copy and paste or may 

use software such as Windows 7 backup or file 

history built into Windows 8.1 and Windows 10. 

Software programs that you pay for such as 

Acronis True Image or ShadowProtect, will give a 

more comprehensive range of backup options but 

takes more effort to setup and understand.  

Windows 7 backup is built into the system and can 

be accessed simply by typing ‘backup your 

computer’ into the search box and following the 

prompts. 

Windows 10 uses ‘File History’ and this is activated 

by simply using Search to find it and then turn it on. 

Obviously in both cases you will need a suitable 

location on which to do the backup, either a second 

drive inside a desktop or an external drive or a 

network storage location such as on a NAS. 

Any critical business software should be backed up 

in more than one location.  

Network Attached Storage (NAS) for Backup 

 This is a separate Linux based server that 

contains most commonly 2 or 4 hard drives and 

functions as a file server so that your data can be 

accessed from any number of computers. The data 

is protected on the NAS so if a drive in the NAS 

fails, you not only won’t lose data but you can 

continue to access your data. 

The NAS is ideal for a small business where you 

require access to common files from several 

computers or the Windows Server itself. The NAS 

can easily be accessed externally over the internet 

although the speed of your upload/download 

connection at each end can be an issue. 

I recommend the Synology NAS. These are more 

expensive than some but the software provided is 

of a high quality and updates are available for the 

life of the device. 

OneDrive for Backup 

 OneDrive is the Microsoft cloud based storage 

and users get 5GB free, all you need is to set up a 

Microsoft account. I recommend setting up a new 

account rather than using an existing email 

account as this will give you another email account 

and avoid confusion with your existing one. 

If you have an Office 365 subscription you get 1TB 

or 1000GB of storage! 

OneDrive is a great storage solution for data but it 

is limited by the upload/download speed of your 

internet.  



If you use Windows Server then other products for 

backup such as Shadow Protect are 

recommended and these are business level 

products, priced accordingly. 

Windows Server for Backup 

Windows Server is a computer that runs the 

Windows Server operating system and allows 

programs to be run from the Server by multiple 

users as well as many other features and is used 

by businesses. 

Windows Server can itself host backups from 

multiple computers as well as acting as a file server 

which is a centralised place to store files. 

Windows PC for Backup 

A standalone computer for doing backups is also 

an option that Home Offices and smaller 

businesses can use. It doesn’t have the features of 

Windows Server but can be a good option for both 

backups and as a file server to give users a 

common way to access files. 

When to Upgrade? 

Customers often ask me how long systems last.  

Truly there are no real guidelines and a system 

could potentially last for 10 or more years with few 

issues (the average is 6 years for a desktop and 3 

years for a laptop or AIO).  I do say though that if 

you run a business, it does pay to plan an upgrade 

once the computer is written-off in tax.   

Laptops are replaced more frequently than 

desktops, as components that can fail are not 

accessible without stripping the laptop down and 

parts are expensive and may be unique to that 

model of laptop. Any significant problems with a 

laptop generally require replacement of the laptop. 

Many small, portable computers such as Apple 

laptops and Microsoft Surface, require specialist 

servicing. I remind people of this as once they are 

past the warranty period, they may be 

uneconomical to repair. Often everything is 

soldered or glued in.  

An SSD upgrade will yield very pleasing results 

especially on a laptop. A boot time of 15 seconds 

is typical with Windows 8.1/10 and they rarely bog 

down when you are busy. An SSD is also not 

sensitive to mechanical damage. Dropping a 

laptop, even a few inches will leave an SSD 

undisturbed but will ruin a mechanical Hard Disk 

Drive. 

Windows Vista is quite old now and is near 

retirement time although the operating system will 

still be supported until April 11th, 2017. 

I have had a few issues recently with Windows 

Vista computers and I am starting to recommend 

that customers replace them, rather than fixing 

them. 

Windows 7 is supported until January 14, 2020. 

Windows 10 is supported until January 10th, 2023. 

It is of course relatively easy to upgrade the insides 

of a desktop and all components are potentially 

upgradeable. If you are interested in a desktop 

upgrade, I need to know the age and condition of 

your system. An upgrade is often possible but it 

depends on the age, component quality and 

condition of your system. I will not generally 

upgrade systems that are not of good quality or 

more than six years old. 

Desktop Systems versus Laptop and Tablet 

Systems 

It is worth discussing this separately as opposed to 

burying it inside another section as I have done in 

my earlier newsletters. 

Powerful electronics are now found in phones and 

tablets but really the process of offering more 

powerful electronics in smaller packages has been 

going on for many years now. 

Desktop computers still run the most powerful 

processors and give users the most flexibility for 

future expansion. They run the most powerful 

processors as they have the room in the case for 

heat dissipation. You may for instance have had 

the experience of a red-hot laptop where the 

processor runs so hot you cannot place it on your 

lap! This is due to manufacturers attempting to put 

as much computing power as possible into a small 

form factor such as a laptop. 

Another thing to note is an i7/i5/i3 processor in a 

laptop is not as powerful as a desktop, even though 

the designation looks the same. Very few laptops 

sport quad core processors whereas all i7 and i5 

processors in desktops are now quad core. The 

difference in performance is BIG. 

Customers may not be aware but now there are 

several levels of i3/i5/i7 computers from powerful 

desktop models to laptop models to low power 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid-state_drive


versions. Each level is based on power levels. A 

compact device has limited heat dissipation ability 

whereas a desktop can run 8 cores at high speed 

and produce 135 Watts doing so. This requires a 

lot of cooling. At the other end a portable device 

may only be able to dissipate 5 Watts. 

Desktop computers, in addition to being more 

powerful, also have room for expansion and 

replacement. Want a faster drive? Just replace it. 

Want more drives? Just add them. Want to play 

games then add a graphics card. If you need more 

RAM, just add it. Want to use two or even three 

screens? Just plug them in. If it dies, it can be fixed! 

A warranty is great but getting it fixed but does take 

1 – 2 weeks with the unit being couriered to Sydney 

or Melbourne for repair. If you need your computer 

for your business, then this can mean having to 

buy a new system rather than wait for repair. It 

pays to think, not only of whether your computer 

can be fixed, but also how long it is likely to take to 

fix. Another issue is that the company takes no 

responsibility for your data. I often get the job of 

backing up their data before they send it off for 

repair. 

The important thing with a desktop is to buy a 

generic one such as what I supply. It sounds self-

serving I know but it means that all the parts are 

‘off the shelf’. This means any qualified technician 

can source and fit the parts, very quickly if not the 

same day that the breakdown occurs. 

The long-term costs of desktops are also 

favourable as parts can be replaced rather than the 

entire unit being replaced. 

Desktops typically are replaced on average at the 

six years while laptops last three years. This is a 

survey result.  If you consider the costs of 

transferring and upgrading on top of the system 

cost itself then a desktop is a good option, provided 

you don’t need the portability of a laptop. 

I should also point out that both laptop and desktop 

systems are getting more expensive due to the 

falling Australian Dollar. This makes the long-term 

cost of ownership even more important. 

Avoid the tendency too to go for the cheapest 

systems especially with laptops. The reason is the 

lowest cost systems often compromise 

performance in several areas. 

I recommend Intel i5 systems whether you are 

buying a desktop or a laptop. They are the sweet 

spot for systems. 

Private Cloud versus Public Cloud 

Public cloud is remote storage in the public domain 

but protected of course by password and 

maintained by the provider: 

OneDrive hosted by Microsoft 

DropBox hosted by Dropbox 

Google Drive hosted by Google 

iCloud  hosted by Apple 

I think people are often concerned by privacy 

issues when storing data remotely. In my opinion 

though the risks are overrated and people often 

don’t rate the risks of loss when the data is under 

their own control. Data can be lost by fire, theft of 

equipment, malware and viruses and hackers. For 

the most part these risks are much higher if the 

data is maintained in your home or business. Big 

companies have professional backup and disaster 

recovery services in place that your business 

premises or home is unlikely to be able to replicate 

in effectiveness. 

OneDrive integrates well with a range of devices 

and, of course, the PC and if you have Office365, 

you get 1000GB of storage included which is great. 

Private Cloud is where you make your local 

storage for files and applications from a Windows 

Server, PC or NAS (Network Attached Storage), 

available remotely while on the move using a 

laptop, tablet or phone. 

 A change in the settings on your modem/router is 

all that is required to access your Private Cloud 

device remotely. A NAS is built with this private 

cloud in mind so it is very easy to configure them 

to provide remote access to files, photos and 

videos. Synology NAS also have applications 

which run on Windows and Android phones to 

make access to your files, photos and videos very 

easy. 

NBN promises to make private cloud storage more 

popular as the upload rates are hugely improved. 

ADSL is typically only 0.6 Mb/s upload compared 

to 40 Mb/s for NBN, a massive difference. 

Download speeds are also much improved with 

NBN. 



OneDrive 

OneDrive is the file storage Microsoft offers 

customers that is located on the Cloud. It is very 

safe and secure and 5G is offered for storage. It is 

free to anyone who cares to create a Microsoft 

account even if they do not own a Windows 

Computer. OneDrive runs on Android tablets, 

Android phones, the iPad, iPhone, the OS X Mac 

such as the iMac and MacBook Air and of course 

all windows devices. 

OneDrive enables you to share files such as 

documents, photos and videos between all devices 

that you have with OneDrive on it. If you own an 

iPad for instance you can share all your photos on 

the iPad to OneDrive and can also share photos 

on your computer with the iPad so it goes both 

ways. 

If you purchase Office365 you get 1TB per user of 

OneDrive storage. 

OneDrive is only one of the online services that 

Microsoft offers along with People (contacts), 

Calendar, Outlook.com (for email) and online 

Word, Excel and PowerPoint. 

A business version of OneDrive exists too and this 

has many more features for controlling access to 

different files and folders as well as other features. 

It means too that you can have your personal 

OneDrive and OneDrive for Business on the same 

computer without them interfering with each other. 

This is very important these days as often people 

use one computer such as a laptop for everything 

so the distinction between business and personal 

becomes blurred. 

I use OneDrive for backing up MYOB as well as 

business documents in addition to my other 

backups. 

OneDrive makes it very easy to share anything you 

want with other people simply by emailing a link to 

the folder or file you want them to have access to. 

NAS (Network Attached Storage) Devices 

The three options for businesses and homes to 

share files locally (as opposed to cloud products 

such as OneDrive and Dropbox) are: 

1. Linux based NAS. 

2. A standard PC running Windows 7 or 

Windows 10. 

3. Windows Server running on a PC. 

The Windows Server option is for businesses who 

need to run databases and shared windows 

applications on the Server. If you have a number 

of employees, some in an office and others on the 

road, the Server along with a dedicated high speed 

internet service is fantastic. It is expensive to set 

up properly and out of the realms of home and 

small business users. 

Another option is to simply use a standard PC to 

share data on your network to your users and to 

run backups from the PC for both users and for the 

PC itself. This is relatively simple and has the 

advantage that the components are easy to 

replace so potential downtime is in the order of 1 – 

2 days with the help of a technician. 

The Linux NAS and I use exclusively Synology as 

I am familiar with these, are an interesting choice 

and are getting more popular year on year for both 

business and home users. The latest NAS from 

Synology are using Intel Celeron quad core 

processors which are very powerful and will even 

transcode 4K video. They have more than enough 

power for most any task. 

A NAS can range from $500 upwards (price of 

disks included). An advantage of anything Linux 

based is generally reliability and much less risk of 

hacking or malware. Windows is a huge target for 

hackers and it is a complex operating system too. 

The NAS have a well- deserved reputation for 

being bullet-proof reliable. 

I recently put in place a dual NAS active/passive 

server setup for a business. This is called the 

Synology High Availability Cluster. One NAS will 

take over if the other unit experiences a fault so the 

risk of downtime, any at all, is a low possibility 

event. Each NAS is RAID protected so a disk 

failure will mean business as usual and the drive is 

replaced when convenient.  

The number of disks required is determined mainly 

by storage requirements. These days a 2 Bay NAS 

with two 4TB NAS drives will give a total storage of 

4TB which is adequate for most homes and 

businesses. If more storage is needed you can go 

for 4 or even 8 Bay NAS devices which can give 

huge amounts of storage. This would give storage 

of 12TB and 24TB respectively. It does this while 

providing RAID 5 or RAID 6 (for 8 drives) protection 

for your data so a simple drive failure won’t destroy 

your data. 



There are a multitude of other functions that a NAS 

can provide: 

1. Backups of other computers 

2. Private Cloud (making Documents, Photos 

and Music available to your laptop, tablet 

or phone while travelling) 

3. Music, Photo and Video streaming to 

Apple TV and similar on your local 

network. 

4. A download station for files (safer than 

using your computer) 

5. Set up your own Web Server 

6. Email Server 

The NAS itself does require backup, either to 

another NAS or an external HDD plugged into the 

USB Port.  

If you are interested, then please contact me for 

further information. 

Windows Servers 

A normal Windows PC can function as a file server 

and destination for backups. This can be a good 

option if you have a spare computer in the home or 

office.  

Windows Server normally means using Windows 

Server software and a sophisticated RAID setup 

and the power to enable multiple users to access 

the server simultaneously. These are very 

specialised and tailored to the needs of individual 

customers. 

Windows Servers are serious business machines 

executing many functions including allowing 

access to a remoted desktop while not in the office, 

running applications from the server, as well as file 

sharing and backup. SQL Server databases are 

hosted by the Server. 

A visit to your business will be necessary to 

determine your needs. 

Latest Intel Kaby Lake CPU (7xxx) 

Well last year it was Skylake now it is Kaby Lake, 

evidently named after a lake in Canada where no 

doubt Intel executives do their trout fishing. 

These CPU names begin with a ‘7’ so say i5-7400 

would be one of these new CPUs. Each generation 

is denoted by the first digit. An i5-6400 is Skylake 

the previous generation. 

Each generation is not only a little bit quicker but 

also more energy efficient. 

The new CPUs are available now for laptops and 

portable computers. Desktop versions won’t be 

available until next year. 

If you are buying a new computer, it is worthwhile 

to know which generation of CPU is in the 

computer. An earlier generation computer will be 

discounted somewhat. An earlier Skylake CPU is 

still perfectly capable so you just need to weigh up 

any difference in cost. The differences will be 

small, overall. 

Computer Buying Recommendations 

General 

You need to consider whether a computer is going 

to be your primary device for working on or is just 

a secondary device to take with you on holiday or 

work or just down to the café. A desktop or AIO is 

best for serious work. The size also means that 

thieves unlikely to take them if you do get broken 

into. Laptops can be attached to a desktop screen 

but you also need to provide power, keyboard and 

mouse and use it in ‘clam shell mode’.  

If your device is portable then size, weight and 

battery life are all considerations as is price. If you 

want to use a device in brighter light, then low 

screen reflectivity and brightness are both 

important considerations. 

Desktops 

If you are going to buy a desktop, then either get a 

generic system that can be repaired by any 

qualified technician using off the shelf parts or get 

an on-site warranty (such as one supplied by Dell). 

The problem with buying name brands such as HP 

and Asus, Dell, Acer etc. is that the parts are not 

necessarily off the shelf components greatly 

complicating getting the desktop repaired, once 

out of warranty.  

A desktop may or may not include extras such as 

screen, keyboard/mouse and webcam. 

All in Ones (AIO) 

An all in one is quite tempting as they offer touch 

screens, look tidy and come complete with all 

accessories. They work well enough and are good 

where the computer is visible and public and the 

customer wants it to be tidy with as few cords as 

possible. 



They are just another computer but typically have 

a mixture of laptop type components that cannot 

be easily replaced, or fixed, except by the 

manufacturer. If you buy one of these just make 

sure you are covered by a good on-site warranty. 

Touch screens on an AIO, adds quite a lot to what 

you are paying. I find though, in practice, that touch 

screens do not get used that much on an AIO. 

Touch screens are ideal though on laptops where 

the screen is right next to the keyboard. 

The main advantage of an AIO is it looks better on 

a desk in the living room with fewer cables while 

providing many of the benefits of a desktop. Extras 

such as cameras, keyboard and mouse are all 

supplied. 

Tablets 

I personally enjoy an iPad but my use is just email 

and web browsing. It is my preference for a tablet 

but Android has a lot to offer as well. Windows 

hasn’t quite caught on purely for use as a table but 

offers the advantage of complete compatibility with 

a Windows desktop or Windows Phone. 

Android tablets vary hugely in price but there is 

plenty to choose from. There are a huge range of 

applications available for Android devices, as there 

is with iOS too. 

Laptops 

People often ask me about brands. Dell give the 

best on-site warranties and I do recommend 

purchasing their on-site warranty. I enjoy my Apple 

MacBook Air but I find people either love Apple or 

hate them. It is certainly a learning curve though if 

you have never used their operating system 

before. Apple provide excellent warranties (but not 

‘on-site’) and I recommend paying for the extended 

Apple warranties if you buy a laptop and plan to 

keep it for several years. 

Asus and Acer have a good reputation also as 

does Toshiba. Sony and HP, Compaq and Lenovo.  

I advise Intel i5 based laptops as a good middle of 

the road system giving good performance but not 

too expensive. An Acer i5 is about $850 from 

Harvey Norman. 

If you want very compact laptops, with high 

resolution IPS screens and SSD storage then 

these devices can get very expensive, often well 

over $2000. 

I should point out that there is a blurring of the line 

between what is a tablet and what is a laptop these 

days. A Microsoft Surface Pro 4 is technically a 

tablet but with a keyboard, it really is a laptop. I 

never use it as a tablet or rarely. I use the Surface 

Pro 4 and it is a good work or study laptop but is 

not cheap, especially with the AUD going down. 

I think at the bottom end of the market in laptops 

be very careful that it is fast enough. A customer 

might say that performance is not important but 

when you get a very slow laptop, you may just 

change your mind and it is too late. The very 

cheapest ones have only 2G of RAM which is not 

upgradeable due to licensing restrictions from 

Microsoft who supply the operating system for free 

providing RAM is 2G only. 

Screens 

I would for desktop use, recommend 24-inch 

screens. These are 1920 x 1080 and have become 

a standard for the desktop. If you want top quality 

then purchase an IPS screen, which will give 

brighter images and better contrast, colour 

reproduction and viewing angles. Expensive IPS 

screens often offer higher resolutions also. 

I find generally though, even, a standard $200 

Asus 24 inch HD monitor is fine for most people. 

I have supplied some Dell IPS screens, which for 

the 24-inch version are 1920 x 1200 and, 2550 x 

1440 for the 27-inch version. These are superb 

screens with amazing view angles and excellent 

colour.  

The Dell screens are also very robust and height 

adjustable with low screen reflectivity. 

Laptop screens are obviously much smaller but 

bear in mind that you can always output a laptop 

image to a big desktop screen and run the laptop 

in ‘clamshell’ mode. The IPS screen again offers 

many advantages in laptops but are more 

expensive. 

With both desktop and more especially laptop 

screens, you want to get screens with low 

reflectivity. Glossy screens should be avoided. 

They look great in the shop but in any bright light, 

they can be very hard to see. 

If in doubt read reviews online of the product, you 

are about to purchase or speak to someone at 



Harvey Norman. I am also happy to help you if you 

wish to phone. 

You will also find 4K screens coming onto the 

market. The 4K screens start from about $500 and 

have four times the resolution of your standard 

1920 x 1080 screens. I would suggest looking at 

your computer closely to see whether it is 

compatible with a 4K display before investing in a 

4K display.  

Microsoft Exchange 

Microsoft Exchange is a program for managing 

email but also contacts and calendars. It is a 

relatively complex and expensive program to set 

up and administrate. The companies that use 

Exchange are generally larger companies with 

more than 30 employees and they use it in 

conjunction with a Windows Server. 

I recommend iiNet Hosted Exchange for $6.95 per 

month per email address. The service is excellent 

as is support. A hosted solution means you don’t 

have to run Exchange in-house, iiNet take care of 

all maintenance. 

Exchange is the Rolls Royce of email programs but 

is extremely easy to setup on computers, tablets 

and phones as it is self-configuring once you enter 

the user name and password.  

Consider this hosted Exchange if you would like an 

easy life and never worry about losing emails 

again. 

The only requirement is that you have your own 

domain name as most businesses have. 

Microsoft also offer something similar in the 

Microsoft Office for Business subscriptions which I 

will cover next. 

Microsoft Office 365 for Business 

Microsoft have several business plans 

https://products.office.com/en-

au/business/compare-office-365-for-business-

plans 

The plans all include 1000G of OneDrive storage, 

the Premium plan includes not only Microsoft 

Office but online collaborative file storage. 

https://support.office.com/en-IE/article/Get-

started-with-SharePoint-909ec2f0-05c8-4e92-

8ad3-3f8b0b6cf261?ui=en-US&rs=en-

IE&ad=IE&fromAR=1 

I would recommend small businesses look 

seriously at using Office 365. It can be a very cost 

effective solution for sharing files among 

employees while supplying the latest office 

subscription and online file sharing and backup. 

It really is the way of the future for home and small 

businesses but it does depend on how big your 

files are and how fast your internet upload and 

download speeds are. 

Microsoft Online Services 

I am writing this from the point of view of small 

businesses and home users. 

I should point out to access these services you will 

need a Microsoft Account. It is dead easy though 

to sign up. 

https://signup.live.com. 

I suggest you create an outlook.com email account 

i.e. chris.mith@outlook.com, rather than using 

your existing email account, just to avoid 

confusion. You will need to enter a phone number, 

which I suggest is your mobile number (no leading 

zero). They will also ask for an alternate email 

address, which is important in the case of 

forgetting your password. This Microsoft account is 

also your email account and is a great service. 

Microsoft offer a wide range of services for not only 

small businesses and home users but for large 

corporations also. In fact, they almost have no 

competition in many areas. 

People would be surprised to know that OneDrive 

gives them not only 5G of free storage but if they 

have the Office 365 subscription for $89 per year, 

that storage is 1000G. You can also download and 

use OneDrive on Android, iPad and iPhone and it 

works well. 

You can also store People (contacts), Calendars 

on line as well as accessing your email on line. 

You will find too that all these online services are 

available online very easily if you use 

www.msn.com as your homepage. The online 

Word and Excel is available even if you don’t have 

it loaded on your computer. Google have 

something similar so if you use google services 

such as Google Drive and Google applications 

https://products.office.com/en-au/business/compare-office-365-for-business-plans
https://products.office.com/en-au/business/compare-office-365-for-business-plans
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https://support.office.com/en-IE/article/Get-started-with-SharePoint-909ec2f0-05c8-4e92-8ad3-3f8b0b6cf261?ui=en-US&rs=en-IE&ad=IE&fromAR=1
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then you can use www.google.com as your home 

page to easily access these services. 

OneDrive for Business is available with Office for 

Business subscriptions and Microsoft allow you to 

have separate personal and business OneDrive 

accounts and that can be very handy. Microsoft 

have put a lot of thought into this and it is the best 

thought out solution I have found so far. 

Office 365 

Office 365 is $89 for Personal and $119 for Home 

covering five users. I think smaller home based 

businesses may find this suitable.  

The subscription, gives you, all the Microsoft Office 

products plus 1000GB OneDrive storage. 

You can download Office for iPad, iPhones or 

Android phones, which some people may find 

useful.  

Each user can have their own Microsoft account 

and you simply send them the link to download and 

use the product. This means five employees or 

members of the family can use get Office. The 

subscription is controlled and accessed through 

your Microsoft account. You can deactivate and 

reassign each of the five users you are allowed at 

any time. You can also get Office for Mac if you are 

an Apple Mac user. 

The other advantage of subscription software is 

you will always get the latest product without extra 

cost. 

If that is not enough they give you 60 minutes of 

free Skype call per month with the subscription. 

Microsoft now own Skype so if you have Windows 

8/10, when you sign in with your Microsoft 

Account, you sign in automatically to Skype also. 

Office subscriptions for Business offer much more 

including Hosted Exchange email, for your domain 

based email and even online conferencing. The 

business version of OneDrive is more fully featured 

and includes SharePoint features for sharing and 

collaborating on documents. 

Microsoft Office Alternatives 

Office 365 comes with everything including 

Outlook, Access and Publisher and there are 

versions for your Mac as well. You can 

activate/deactivate up to five different computers, 

which is very good for many families.  

http://office.microsoft.com/en-au/. 

The Office 365 subscription comes with other 

benefits also and I have covered them in a 

separate section on Office 365. 

If you want a single copy though of Office 2016 

(which really is what Office 365 is) with a disk, then 

please remember that it isn’t transferable to a new 

computer. Office 2016 is locked up as tight as a 

Chemist Shop in Armadale to prevent any more 

than ONE copy ever being used and then only on 

ONE computer. 

Always remember to keep the activation key safe 

for these products. 

Open Office a free alternative, can be downloaded 

from the link below: 

http://www.openoffice.org/download/index.html. 

I have a few customers who are quite happy with 

this for word processing and basic spreadsheets. 

Outlook is a dependency many people have and it 

almost forces you to buy the latest Microsoft Office 

just to get Outlook. Outlook is a great product and 

most business people require it in their work. 

MYOB, for instance, uses Outlook to email 

invoices and hence is indispensable. There are 

other products out there though such as 

Thunderbird and Windows Live Mail which are 

free.  

I have found a product that enables you to archive 

emails in a standard EML format then import them 

into another email program such as Thunderbird or 

Windows Live Mail (WLM). This is the workaround 

product to be used to get your messages out of 

Outlook: 

http://www.mailstore.com/en/mailstore-

home.aspx. 

Here is a ‘how to’ on exporting Contacts from 

Outlook 2010 to a CSV (comma separated file). 

http://office.microsoft.com/en-au/outlook-

help/export-contacts-HA101870639.aspx. 

It isn’t ideal and if you don’t have too many 

contacts it may still be better to manually enter new 

contacts. 

If you have a Microsoft Account, you can get 

access to Microsoft online services including 

http://www.google.com/
http://office.microsoft.com/en-au/
http://www.openoffice.org/download/index.html
http://www.mailstore.com/en/mailstore-home.aspx
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email, calendar and contacts as well as online 

versions of Word and Excel. I think for many 

customers this may be adequate for them. 

Increasingly users are going away from email 

programs that store email on their computers and 

going to Gmail or Microsoft for email.  

Viruses and Security 

Viruses and malware (a generic term for invaders 

that aren’t viruses) are a HUGE issue for Windows 

users.  

The best steps to prevent invasion and being 

violated are: 

1. Windows 10 does have built-in Windows 

Defender which is free. It is still a good idea 

though to buy a paid antivirus, especially if 

you use your computer for your business. I 

recommend Norton or ESET. 

2. Watch for opening email attachments that 

don’t come from trusted sources. 

3. Don’t go onto dodgy websites even if the 

girls look inviting.  

4. NEVER give bank account or credit card 

details over the phone unless you are 

100% certain who they are. PAYPAL is 

recommended for online payments. 

Applications such as Adobe Reader are 

particularly prone to allowing infection on your 

computer. They should be kept up to date to 

minimise the risk. The older the version, the higher 

the risk so please update.  

I recommend Norton products generally as I have 

been using them myself for years but I have also 

been using them on customer’s computers for 

years also without issues. 

I am now starting to use a product called ESET 

mainly as I can get it for a good price but it is well 

recommended and customers seem to like it. 

Java can also be a security risk and can be 

downloaded free. If installed, you can uninstall it 

from the add/remove programs utility in the control 

panel. Please note though that removing this may 

mean occasionally you can’t run programs that run 

on the web. I choose just to let Java run on my 

computer. I think as always it is a balance between 

risk and utility. It should always be updated (and it 

will prompt you to do so). 

Windows 10 has built-in Windows Defender. 

Windows 10 also has a locked boot sector (if 

installed properly). The protected boot sector 

makes root kit virus infection, impossible. 

Microsoft also provide a feature called 

SmartScreen for preventing malware attacks on 

their Edge and Internet Explorer 11 web browsers. 

http://www.zdnet.com/article/microsoft-

smartscreen-now-windows-10-edge-and-internet-

explorer-can-block-zero-day-attacks/ 

I wold recommend using CCleaner for cleaning 

and Malwarebytes for checking for malware web 

browsers. 

https://www.piriform.com/ccleaner/download. 

http://www.malwarebytes.org/mwb-

download/confirm/. 

Protection for your Children Online 

I’ve rewritten this section as I think most people 

find the whole thing too much trouble. I do 

understand. It is difficult to control access to the 

internet and what is on it and many children have 

tablets, Macs, phones as well as computers.  

The best and easiest solution is to control it from 

the router. 

Asus Routers, most of them have simple time 

scheduling. This helps control children’s internet 

viewing times and you can set it for each device. 

He or she can have an iPhone, iMac, Android 

tablet and all of them can be controlled. The 

interface allows you to give blocks of time on a 24 

hours seven day per week calendar and you can 

have multiple blocks of time each day.  

The top of the line Asus AC87U router also gives 

you the option of filtering the type of web content 

under the following headings: 

Adult – sexy, violence or illegal. 

Instant Messaging and Communication. 

P2P and File Transfer. 

Streaming and Entertainment. 

You could block these and prevent your child from 

accessing adult matter, Facebook, chat rooms, 

prevent them from downloading videos in bulk and 

http://www.zdnet.com/article/microsoft-smartscreen-now-windows-10-edge-and-internet-explorer-can-block-zero-day-attacks/
http://www.zdnet.com/article/microsoft-smartscreen-now-windows-10-edge-and-internet-explorer-can-block-zero-day-attacks/
http://www.zdnet.com/article/microsoft-smartscreen-now-windows-10-edge-and-internet-explorer-can-block-zero-day-attacks/
https://www.piriform.com/ccleaner/download
http://www.malwarebytes.org/mwb-download/confirm/
http://www.malwarebytes.org/mwb-download/confirm/


wasting time on entertainment content. They would 

still have access to most of what they would need. 

Netgear take a different approach and use 

OpenDNS a network company that is involved in 

traffic monitoring and filtering. You create an 

account with OpenDNS then the router uses this 

as a DNS Server i.e. when you request say a news 

page www.cnn.com or any other URL, it goes 

through OpenDNS and allows it if not blocked else 

a message appears saying it is blocked. The rules 

though apply to EVERYONE on the network 

unless you have a Bypass account. 

The advantage of the Netgear approach is it is 

available on most of their modems and it is easy 

enough to set up. 

The router based controls though only protect your 

child while inside the home on your home network. 

Software based solutions are harder to implement. 

You must set up your account on the internet then 

install the software on each device you want to 

protect. It used to be easy when there were just 

computers but now there are phones, laptops and 

tablets in addition to desktops. 

There is no perfect solution. I would suggest giving 

it some serious thought due to the well 

documented dangers that face young people on 

the internet. 

Modems and Routers 

These days most people have ADSL or if you are 

lucky you have Telstra Cable or NBN. 

If you use Telstra cable or NBN then they supply 

the modem that you use but you can still plug in a 

router if you want more choice over wireless. 

The basic modems I supply are TP-Link W8960 or 

similar and these while very basic, work very well 

and I have had good levels of reliability using 

these. They have Wireless N and only 100Mbps 

cabled performance but are more than adequate 

for most people. 

If you need more functions though, there are other 

options.  

Wireless AC is the latest standard and allows 

faster wireless connections if your wireless devices 

allow it. The latest high end laptops, phones and 

tablets will have this, but if in doubt check before 

investing in a Wireless AC router. 

Gigabit internet is another feature that more 

expensive modems offer. This allows much faster 

data transfer speeds between devices hooked up 

by Ethernet cable. 

The more expensive modems also have guest 

account with a separate login. You can restrict 

these accounts from having access to the rest of 

your internet and you can change the password 

any time without affecting your computers. 

Businesses and homes where you are sharing files 

over the local network should have Gigabit 

internet. Wireless AC is a more marginal call 

although the same applies, if you want more speed 

then get a router with Wireless AC.  

Wireless is taking over? I don’t think so. It is 

nowhere as fast as a cable connection but in most 

cases is fast enough. Your main computer should 

generally be cabled rather than wireless. 

Asus AC87U Router Mini-Review 

This router is an indication of the direction that 

routers are now taking which is a full-blown 

computer. This router has one dual core 1GHz 

CPU and one 500MHz CPU. 

http://www.7tutorials.com/reviewing-asus-rt-

ac87u-wifi-router-batman-would-use 

This is a dual band router with 2.4GHz and 5GHz. 

The 2.4GHz band is inhabited by every router in 

your neighbourhood but also many other devices 

run in this band, such as cordless phones and baby 

monitors so you can sometimes get interference. 

The 5GHz band in contrast is not used that much 

and you are much less likely to get interference. In 

theory 5GHz band doesn’t have the distance of the 

2.4GHz band but in practice I find sometimes the 

5GHz band can be as good or better. 

Another option is to just buy the router and plug 

this into your existing modem/router. This option 

costs less but obviously, it is for those who don’t 

mind setting it up and it is one more thing to go 

wrong. 

This AC87U is dual band but also has a wealth of 

features on the router itself. 

Parental controls are particularly useful and these 

can be specified by device so you can choose for 

each device, times allowed for internet and restrict 

access to social media and adult websites. You will 

http://www.cnn.com/
http://www.7tutorials.com/reviewing-asus-rt-ac87u-wifi-router-batman-would-use
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of course need to put a password on the router to 

prevent access by children, or anyone 

unauthorised for that matter. 

The AC87U also runs Trend Micro which is 

updates automatically and blocks malicious 

websites, protects the router and stops one device 

infecting others on the network. 

I would recommend this for customers where you 

want better malware protection and for the parental 

controls. It is also a good router for businesses 

which need protection from malware and viruses. 

Individual computers still require malware 

protection but in many cases the Windows 

Defender enabled by default in Windows 10 may 

be sufficient. 

Wireless AC on the 5GHz band is three times the 

speed of the typical Wireless N. This can make a 

measurable difference if you have the high-speed 

Telstra cable or NBN or if you need to transfer data 

over the network wirelessly. You can also separate 

faster devices from slower ones by assigning them 

to the relevant band. You will need Wireless AC 

capable devices to run Wireless AC although you 

can still run Wireless N devices on the 5GHz band. 

Do remember though that if you have slow internet, 

which most people have, there is no magic wand 

to remedy that. 

The AC87U also has QoS which allows you to 

specify the priorities of traffic on the network so you 

can for instance specify web browsing as your top 

priority and next one is file transfer, next gaming 

etc. This may help especially if your internet is slow 

anyway. 

Finally, this router allows you to set up Guest 

accounts which you can set so that it has NO 

access to your network except for internet. You 

may find this useful in your business. I do and all 

customer computers are put on my guest network. 

An update. I have had this router for some months 

now and no issues with it although I have needed 

to reset it a few times but no big deal. 

Printers 

I don’t normally say much about printers. Lasers 

may still have the edge if you do a lot of printing 

but not by much. Inkjets can be faster than a laser 

and sometimes cheaper to run.  

HP has been my favourite brand for some time for 

inkjets and Brother for my Laser printers. I broke 

with the past though and bought an Epson WF-

3640 multifunction inkjet. It is the best printer I have 

owned. It is faster (10 seconds to print a page from 

the time you press the print button) than my 

Brother Laser (about 25 seconds) and costs under 

$200. It is also NOT a photo printer. I think many 

people, including myself have bought photo 

printers, which cost more and are much slower, 

just to print a photo occasionally (which drains a lot 

of ink). 

This WF-3640 also does full duplex scanning. It 

means you can put 20 pages (both sides in the 

document feeder and it will scan both sides and 

spit them out in a PDF that is also two sided. It can 

also print them out the same way. 

If you do a lot of photocopying, then a laser is still 

a better option especially if you refill the toner 

cartridges, colour laser is much more expensive 

than black and white. 

If you do a high volume of pages per month then 

one option is to do B & W for high volume work and 

save colour copying for low volume work, and have 

two printers. 

Passwords and Security 

The method I use to remember passwords is to 

store them in a password protected Excel 

spreadsheet. This means you can vary passwords 

and don’t fall into the trap of making all passwords 

the same with the result that one leaked password 

can give people access to everything. I think even 

writing them down and hiding the bit of paper or on 

a notepad, somewhere in your bookshelf is safer 

than having the same password used for 

everything. 

Consider PayPal too for on line transactions as you 

can use PayPal for a wide variety of online 

transactions without having to give out your credit 

card details each time. 

The other thing to consider is to keep your security 

questions written down also as these may be 

required. You will find that Hotmail and Gmail will 

sometimes send you reminders to update your 

security details. It is a good idea to do this as you 

could one day find you lose access to your own 

account! It is a good idea to change your 

passwords occasionally, if you can. 



I should also add that there are many free and paid 

applications to store your passwords for you.  

Credit Cards and EFTPOS 

I now accept credit cards (3% charge) and 

EFTPOS (no extra charge) for payment. This 

makes life simpler for me and it is probably more 

convenient for customers as well, as the handling 

of cash is reduced.  

Hours of Work 

I am available 7 Days and Evenings but obviously 

outside normal times, I won’t always be available. 

Please try not to call before 8am in the morning or 

after 8pm at night. 

I do charge extra for call out work outside of 9-5 

Monday to Friday or on weekends and Public 

Holidays. Saturday morning, I will do call out jobs 

at no extra charge by prior arrangement. I do 

understand most people must work for a living so I 

do make allowances. I also have business 

customers who can’t afford to be off-line for very 

long. 

Contact details 

Home:  9309 6221 

Mobile:  0433 102 277 

Email:  grant@perthpc.com.au 

Website: www.perthpc.com.au 

 


